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Abstract
A finite action principle for three-dimensional gravity with negative cosmological constant, based on a boundary condition for the asymptotic
extrinsic curvature, is considered. The bulk action appears naturally supplemented by a boundary term that is one half the Gibbons–Hawking
term, that makes the Euclidean action and the Noether charges finite without additional Dirichlet counterterms. The consistency of this boundary
condition with the Dirichlet problem in AdS gravity and the Chern–Simons formulation in three dimensions, and its suitability for the higher
odd-dimensional case, are also discussed.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY license.1. Introduction
Three-dimensional gravity with negative cosmological con-
stant [1] is a simple model that catches the main features present
in D > 3 dimensions. In fact, this theory—first considered by
Deser and Jackiw in [1]—has black hole solutions, possesses
a rich asymptotic dynamics and, as in the higher-dimensional
case, its action also needs to be regularized in order to give rise
to finite conserved charges and Euclidean action.
The dynamics at the boundary is determined by the asymp-
totic behavior of the gravity fields. Supplementing the action
with appropriate boundary terms and demanding boundary con-
ditions, the asymptotic dynamics of three-dimensional AdS
gravity is described by a Liouville theory [2].
The boundary dynamics is essential for a well-posed defi-
nition of the global charges. For example, the algebra of as-
ymptotically locally AdS gravity in three dimensions is infinite-
dimensional conformal algebra described by Virasoro gener-
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Open access under CC BY license.ators, whose Hamiltonian realization in terms of conserved
charges introduces a non-trivial classical central charge [3].
Many interesting properties of this gravity theory are due
to the fact that the AdS gravity can be formulated as Chern–
Simons theory for SO(2,2) group [4] (see also [5]). In this
context, the global charges in Chern–Simons AdS gravity in
Hamiltonian formalism were studied in [6].
In the framework of AdS/CFT correspondence [7,8], the du-
ality between AdS gravity and a conformal field theory on the
boundary is realized by the identification between the grav-
itational quasilocal stress tensor and the conformal energy–
momentum tensor. In that way, the stress tensor in the CFT
generating functional couples to the boundary metric (initial
data for the Einstein equation), from where the n-point func-
tions are computed. In the AdS gravity side, this information is
encoded in the finite part of the stress tensor, that needs to be
regularized by a procedure that respects general covariance on
the boundary (holographic renormalization) [9]. This method
provides an algorithm to construct the (Dirichlet) counterterms
to achieve finite conserved quantities and Euclidean action (see,
e.g., [10–12]).
In practice, however, this regularization procedure is easy to
carry out only for low enough dimensions, because the number
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sion. Moreover, these terms do not seem to obey any particular
pattern and the full series for an arbitrary dimension is still un-
known.
An alternative to this construction of boundary terms was
proposed in [13] for odd dimensions and [14] for even di-
mensions, where the boundary terms have a geometrical origin
(closely related to Chern–Simons forms), and that is based on
boundary conditions that are not the standard Dirichlet one. For
instance, even in D = 4, a different boundary condition leads to
a boundary term that regularizes the AdS action, but that does
not recover the Gibbons–Hawking term plus Dirichlet countert-
erms, as a consequence of a different finite action principle. But,
at the same time, this boundary term is dictated by the Euler
theorem, showing the profound connection with topological in-
variants.
This Letter understands the simplest example of the odd-
dimensional regularization scheme proposed in [13]. Even
though the explicit relation to the Dirichlet problem is possi-
ble here, a comparison in the general case is still unknown.
The guideline to achieve finite conserved charges and Euclid-
ean action is a well-defined action principle for a boundary
condition on the extrinsic curvature. In spite of the simplic-
ity of 3D, the suitability of this boundary condition for higher
odd-dimensional gravity becomes evident from its compatibil-
ity with the Dirichlet problem in AdS gravity.
2. The action principle
We consider three-dimensional AdS gravity described by the
action
I = − 1
16πGN
[∫
M
d3x
√−G
(
Rˆ + 2
2
)
(1)+ 2α
∫
∂M
d2x
√−hK
]
,
where  is the AdS radius and we have supplemented the bulk
Lagrangian by a boundary term that is α times the Gibbons–
Hawking term [15].
As it is standard in holographic renormalization [9], we take
a Gaussian (normal) form for the spacetime metric
(2)ds2 = Gμν dxμ dxν = N2(ρ) dρ2 + hij (ρ, x) dxi dxj ,
such that the only relevant boundary is at ρ = const. However,
we shall not take any particular expansion for the boundary met-
ric hij (ρ, x).
We will work in the language of differential forms, with
the dreibein eA = eAμ dxμ (the spacetime metric is Gμν =
ηABe
A
μe
B
ν ) and the spin connection ωAB = ωABμ dxμ because
certain features of the theory become manifest in terms of dif-
ferential forms, as we shall see below.
In order to preserve the Lorentz covariance of the boundary
term, we introduce the second fundamental form (SFF) as the
difference between the dynamical field ωAB and a fixed spinconnection ω¯AB ,
(3)θAB = ωAB − ω¯AB.
For the gauge (2), the dreibein adopts the block form e1 = N dρ
and ea = eai dxi with the indices splitting A = {1, a}. The spin
connection decomposes as ωAB = {ω1a,ωab}. For the torsion-
less case, the block ωab is related to the Christoffel symbol
Γˆ kij (G) = Γ kij (h) of the boundary metric hij , that transforms
as a connection (and not a tensor) in the boundary indices, so
that it cannot enter the boundary term explicitly. On the other
hand, for the rest of the components on ∂M , we have
(4)ω1a = Kji eaj dxi = Ka,
where the extrinsic curvature Kij in normal coordinates (2) is
given by
(5)Kij = NΓˆ ρij = −
1
2N
∂ρhij .
The explicit dependence on ωab can be removed by taking ω¯AB
as coming from a product metric
(6)ds2 = N¯2(ρ) dρ2 + h¯ij (x) dxi dxj
cobordant to the dynamical one, i.e., it matches hij only on the
boundary, h¯ij (x) = hij (ρ0, x) and such that this spin connec-
tion on ∂M contains only tangential components [16,17],
(7)ω¯1a = 0, ω¯ab = ωab.
Thus, the SFF can be used to express all the quantities as bound-
ary tensors (e.g., the extrinsic curvature),
(8)θ1a = Kai dxi, θab = 0.
The explicit form taken by the SFF in normal coordinates
(2) is the key point to obtain the boundary term in the Euler
theorem in four dimensions [16]. This argument has also been
used to obtain the boundary term that regularizes AdS gravity
in higher odd [13] and even [14] dimensions.
With the above definitions, the action (1) can be written
I = 1
16πGN
[∫
M
εABC
(
RˆAB + 1
32
eAeB
)
eC
(9)− α
∫
∂M
εABCθ
ABeC
]
,
in terms of the Lorentz curvature RˆAB = 12 RˆABμν dxμ ∧ dxν =
dωAB + ωAC ∧ ωCB , the SFF, the triad and the Levi-Civita ten-
sor, defined as ε012 = −1. We omit the wedge product between
differential forms.
An arbitrary variation of this action, projected in the frame
(2), produces the surface term
(10)δI = − 1
8πGN
∫
∂M
εab
[
(1 − α)δKaeb − αKaδeb],
when equations of motion hold. The Levi-Civita tensor in two
dimensions is defined as εab = −ε1ab . We also used the fact
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is kept fixed on the boundary ∂M .
In a radial foliation of the spacetime (2) the boundary metric
and the extrinsic curvature are independent variables. In fact,
Kij is closely related to the conjugate momentum of hij , where
the radial coordinate plays the role of time. Standard choice
α = 1 clearly recovers the Gibbons–Hawking term and defines
the Dirichlet problem for gravity, because it eliminates the vari-
ation of Ka and replaces it by a variation of the boundary
dreibein eb , producing the surface term
(11)δID = 116πGN
∫
∂M
d2x
√−h(Kij − hijK)δhij .
This choice of α ensures a well-posed action principle for arbi-
trary variations of the boundary metric hij . However, the action
ID requires a counterterm
(12)Ireg = ID + 18πGN
∫
∂M
d2x
1

√−h,
to achieve the finiteness of both the Euclidean action and the
conserved quantities [10] obtained through a quasilocal (bound-
ary) stress tensor definition [18].
Here, we shall consider a different coefficient α = 1/2 and
analyze the consequences of this choice. As it can be seen from
Eq. (10), the surface term takes the form
(13)δI = − 1
16πGN
∫
∂M
εab
(
δKaeb − Kaδeb)
that, with the help of δKa = (δKji eaj +Kji δeaj ) dxi , can be writ-
ten as
δI = − 1
16πGN
∫
∂M
d2x εabε
ik
(14)× [δKji eaj ebk + δeaj ebl (Kji δlk − Klkδji )].
In this case, the action becomes stationary only under a suitable
boundary condition on the extrinsic curvature Kji .
3. Asymptotic conditions
We consider fixing the extrinsic curvature on the boundary
∂M , that is,
(15)δKji = 0,
in order to cancel the first term in Eq. (14). This means that, in
the asymptotic region, Kji tends to a (1,1)-tensor with vanish-
ing variation. For simplicity, we take
(16)Kji =
1

δ
j
i ,
where the 1/ factor is introduced in order to fix the scale for
asymptotically AdS (AAdS) spacetimes. This choice makes the
rest of the surface term in Eq. (14) vanish identically, so that the
gravitational action has indeed an extremum for that boundary
condition.To further understand the meaning of the condition (16), we
can put Eq. (5) in the form
(17)Kij = −12n
μ∂μhij = −12Lnhij ,
where Ln is a directional (Lie) derivative along a unit vector
normal to the boundary, nμ = (0,N,0). Inserting the definition
(17) in the asymptotic condition (16), we see that the latter rela-
tion is satisfied in a spacetime whose boundary ∂M is endowed
with a conformal Killing vector because
(18)Lnhij = ∇ˆinj + ∇ˆj ni = −2

hij .
A submanifold whose extrinsic curvature is proportional to the
induced metric is usually referred to as totally umbilical [17].
In order to describe AAdS spacetimes, it is common to take
the lapse function as N = /2ρ and the boundary metric as
hij (ρ, x) = gij (ρ, x)/ρ, so that
(19)ds2 = 
2
4ρ2
dρ2 + 1
ρ
gij (ρ, x) dx
i dxj ,
that is suitable to represent the conformal structure of the
boundary located at ρ = 0. According to Fefferman and Gra-
ham [19], the metric gij (ρ, x) is regular on the boundary and it
can be expanded around ρ = 0 as
(20)gij (ρ, x) = g(0)ij (x) + ρg(1)ij (x) + ρ2g(2)ij (x) + · · · ,
where g(0)ij is a given initial data for the metric. In three dimen-
sions, the Weyl tensor vanishes identically and the FG series
(20) becomes finite, terminating at order ρ2 [20]. The solution
of the Einstein equation in this case is g(2)ij = 14 (g(1)g−1(0)g(1))ij ,
where g(1)ij has the trace fixed in terms of the curvature of
g(0)ij .
The standard Dirichlet boundary condition on hij is in gen-
eral ill-defined for AdS gravity because of its conformal bound-
ary. Indeed, it follows from its asymptotic form (19), (20) that
the induced metric is divergent at the boundary and therefore, it
is not suitable to fix it there. Alternatively, one can demand that
a conformal structure (i.e., its representative g(0)ij ) is kept fixed
at the boundary. As discussed in [12], this action principle re-
quires the addition of new boundary terms apart from the usual
Gibbons–Hawking term. However, it can be proven that these
extra terms are indeed the usual Dirichlet counterterm series.
The compatibility of the boundary condition (16) with the
Fefferman–Graham form of the metric (19), (20) is then evident
from the expansion of the extrinsic curvature (5),
(21)Kji =
1

δ
j
i −
ρ

g(1)ikg
kj
(0) + · · · ,
that contains only increasing powers of ρ. This also implies
that fixing the extrinsic curvature at the boundary is equivalent
to keeping fixed the conformal structure. As a consequence, the
Dirichlet problem for the conformal metric as the boundary data
can be converted into the initial-value problem for Kij , such
that the standard holographic renormalization can be reformu-
lated in terms of the extrinsic curvature [21].
As we shall see below, in the present case the regularization
is encoded in the boundary term that extremizes the action for
the boundary condition (16).
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For α = 1/2, the action is written as
(22)
I = − 1
16πGN
[∫
M
d3x
√−G
(
Rˆ + 2
2
)
+
∫
∂M
d2x
√−hK
]
.
Its variation on-shell is the surface term (13), containing both
variations of the boundary dreibein ea and the extrinsic cur-
vature Ka . The formulation in terms of these variables is use-
ful to recover the conserved quantities displayed below from a
generic Chern–Simons theory in three dimensions.
The Noether current can be written as [22,23]
(23)∗J = −Θ(ea,Ka, δea, δKa)− iξ (L + dB),
where Θ is the surface term in the variation of the action (13),
L and B are the bulk Lagrangian and the boundary term in
Eq. (22), respectively, and iξ is the contraction operator with
the Killing vector ξμ.1
The Noether charges, with the contributions coming from
the bulk and the boundary, are then given by
Q(ξ) =K(ξ) +
∫
∂Σ
(
iξK
a δB
δKa
+ iξ ea δB
δea
)
(24)=K(ξ) − 1
16πGN
∫
∂Σ
εab
(
iξK
aeb − Kaiξ eb
)
.
The first term is known as the Komar’s integral
(25)K(ξ) = 1
8πGN
∫
∂Σ
εabiξK
aeb,
and it is the conserved quantity associated to the bulk term in
the gravity action.
Finally, the conserved quantities for three-dimensional AdS
gravity read
Q(ξ) = 1
16πGN
∫
∂Σ
εab
(
iξK
aeb + Kaiξ eb
)
(26)= 1
16πGN
∫
∂Σ
√−hεij ξk
(
δ
j
l K
i
k + δjkKil
)
dxl.
Stationary, circularly symmetric black holes exist in three-
dimensional gravity only in presence of negative cosmological
constant. The metric for the BTZ black hole [24] reads
(27)ds2 = −γ (r)f 2(r) dt2 + dr
2
f 2(r)
+ r2(dϕ + n(r) dt)2,
with
f 2(r) = −8GNM + r
2
2
+ 16G
2
NJ
2
r2
,
1 The contraction operator iξ acts over a p-form αp = 1p!αμ1 . . .μp dxμ1 ∧
· · · ∧ dxμp as iξ αp = 1 ξνανμ1 . . .μp−1 dxμ1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxμp−1 .(p−1)!(28)n(r) = −4GNJ
r2
, γ (r) = 1.
The horizon r+ is defined by the largest radius satisfying
f (r+) = 0.
For the isometries ∂/∂t and ∂/∂ϕ , the charge formula (26)
provides the correct conserved quantities for the BTZ metric,
(29)Q(∂t ) = M, Q(∂ϕ) = J,
where ∂Σ is taken as S1 at radial infinity. The vacuum en-
ergy for three-dimensional AdS space corresponds to M =
−1/8GN . On the contrary to the Hamiltonian approach [24] or
perturbative Lagrangian methods [25], we do not need to spec-
ify the background to obtain the correct results (29).
The regularized action (22) does not lend itself for a clear
definition of a boundary stress tensor T ij because its variation
(13) contains a piece along δKa that it is usually canceled by
the Gibbons–Hawking term. However, we can rewrite the ac-
tion as
(30)I = ID + 116πGN
∫
∂M
d2x
√−hK,
where ID stands for the action suitable for the Dirichlet prob-
lem (Eq. (1) with α = 1). We will consider now the extra
term in (30) as a functional of the boundary metric hij (ρ, x) =
gij (ρ, x)/ρ. The extrinsic curvature (5) can be generically writ-
ten as
(31)Kji =
1

δ
j
i −
ρ

k
j
i ,
with kji = gjk∂ρgki , so that the second term in Eq. (30) takes
the form
(32)1
16πGN
√−hK = 1
8πGN
(
√−h − 2√−gk).
The first term is just the Balasubramanian–Kraus counterterm
[10], whereas the second one can be shown to be a topologi-
cal invariant of the boundary metric g(0), that is,
√−g(0)R(0).
This follows from the fact that −2√−gk = −2√−g(0) Tr(g(1))
on the boundary. Indeed, the 3D Einstein equation in the gauge
(19) determines the trace and vanishing covariant divergence
of g(1)ij [9]. Then, the boundary term in Eq. (22) both regu-
larizes the quasilocal stress tensor and reproduces the correct
Weyl anomaly [36].
The above argument also explains why the Euclidean action
supplemented by a Gibbons–Hawking term with an anomalous
factor is finite, as first noticed in [26] where it correctly de-
scribes the thermodynamics of the BTZ black hole. It has been
shown in [12] that the counterterms constructed in the regular-
ization procedure in terms of the extrinsic curvature [21] (and
that are equivalent to standard counterterms) allows to prove the
first law of black hole thermodynamics for a general asymptot-
ically AdS black hole. Here, it follows from the equivalence of
the boundary term in (22) to the Dirichlet counterterms plus a
topological invariant that the right thermodynamics is recovered
in a general case.
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The boundary term in (22) arises naturally in the Chern–
Simons formulation of three-dimensional AdS gravity [26]. In-
deed, the Chern–Simons (CS) action
(33)ICS[A] = k4π
∫
M
Tr
(
AdA + 2
3
A3
)
for the AdS group SO(2,2) whose gauge connection is given
by
(34)AAdS = 12ω
ABJAB + 1

eAPA,
and the trace of the AdS generators set Tr(JABPA) = εABC ,
is equivalent to the Einstein–Hilbert–AdS bulk action plus the
Bañados–Mendez boundary term
(35)1
16πGN
∫
∂M
ωAe
A = 1
16πGN
∫
∂M
d2x
√−hK
in the coordinate frame (2) (here ωA = 12εABCωBC ). Clearly,
the boundary term (35) is not Lorentz-covariant as the one con-
structed up with the SFF in Eq. (9). This is an accident that
happens only in (2 + 1) dimensions: the dreibein cannot go
along dρ at the boundary and so the boundary term does not
depend on ωab. Therefore, the residual 2D Lorentz symme-
try on ∂M permits to express (35) as tensors on the boundary
(the metric hij and the extrinsic curvature Kij ). In an arbitrary
local Lorentz frame, the non-invariance of the boundary term
under local Lorentz transformations produces extra asymptotic
degrees of freedom responsible for the arbitrary coupling con-
stant λ in the potential term of Liouville theory [27], that is
either zero or put by hand in a metric formulation.
In higher odd dimensions, one can also pass from the CS
formulation for the AdS group SO(2n,2) in terms of the con-
nection A to a Lovelock-type Lagrangian for gravity, i.e., a
polynomial in the Riemann two-form and the metric [28]. In
doing so, however, the produced boundary term will be neither
Lorentz-covariant nor the correct one that regulates the con-
served quantities and the Euclidean action for CS black holes
[29]. The introduction of the SFF is then essential to restore
Lorentz covariance and it also provides a clear guideline for its
explicit construction [30].
Usually, the Chern–Simons formulation for SO(2,2) ex-
ploits the fact that the AdS gravity action can be written as the
difference of two copies of the CS action (33) for SO(2,1) [5]
(in the Euclidean case, SL(2,C))
(36)I = ICS[A] − ICS[A¯],
where the connections for each copy of SO(2,1) are
(37)AA = ωA + 1

eA, A¯A = ωA − 1

eA,
with k = −/4GN .
The variation of the action (36) produces the equations of
motion plus a surface term that is canceled by taking chiralboundary conditions
(38)Az¯ = 0 and A¯z = 0,
with the use of the light-cone coordinates z = t + ϕ and z¯ =
t − ϕ for Minkowskian signature [2] (the Euclidean version
considers the same set of boundary conditions, but for complex
coordinates (z, z¯) defined on the solid torus that describes the
topology of the Euclidean black hole [26,31]). In the Chern–
Simons formulation, the explicit form of the conditions (38) is
(39)2AAz¯ =
(
ωAt −
1

eAϕ
)
− (ωAϕ − eAt )= 0,
(40)2A¯Az =
(
ωAt −
1

eAϕ
)
+ (ωAϕ − eAt )= 0,
that are satisfied by AdS gravity. Indeed, the three-dimensional
black hole has
e0 = f dt, e1 = 1
f
dr, e2 = rNϕ dt + r dϕ,
(41)
ω0 = f dϕ, ω1 = J
2r2f
dr, ω2 = rNϕ dϕ + r
2
dt.
Thus, the action has an extremum for the chiral bound-
ary conditions, Eqs. (39), (40), that is clearly not the standard
Dirichlet one for the metric. This shows that there are (at least)
two ways of regularizing the AdS gravity in three dimensions.
In this Letter, we consider another boundary condition that also
explains the anomalous factor in the Gibbons–Hawking term.
On the contrary to the relations (39), (40) fulfilled by the
bulk geometry, the boundary condition (16) implies
(42)ωa1i =
1

eai
only in the asymptotic region (a = {0,2} and i = {t, ϕ}). In fact,
in the CS formulation of 3D AdS gravity, the surface term com-
ing from an arbitrary variation is
(43)δICS[AAdS] = − k4π
∫
∂M
Tr
(
AδA
)
(44)= 1
32πGN
∫
∂M
εABC
(
δωABeC − ωABδeC),
that reduces to Eqs. (13), (14) for the radial foliation (2).
The AdS connection can also be written as A = 12WA¯B¯JA¯B¯
using covering space indices A¯ = {A,3}, where WAB = ωAB
and WA3 = 1

eA. Then, the asymptotic condition (42) adopts
the compact form
(45)Wa1i = Wa3i .
This new condition might have non-trivial consequences at the
level of the induced theory at the boundary.
The surface term (44) was obtained in [32] for the Palatini
form of the AdS gravity action
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∫
∂M
nμ
[(
Γˆ λνλδGμν − Γˆ μνλδGνλ
)
(46)− (GμνδΓˆ λνλ − GνλδΓˆ μνλ)],
where Gμν = √−GGμν . Clearly, the action has an extremum
for a mixed Dirichlet–Neumann boundary condition. However,
no clear identification of such boundary condition in terms of
tensorial quantities defined on ∂M was made in this reference.
In CS formulation it is simple to obtain the Noether charges.
With the surface term (43) in terms of the gauge connection,
we can compute the conserved charges associated to an asymp-
totic Killing vector ξ using the Noether theorem. The conserved
current for this theory is
(47)∗J = k
4π
[
−Tr(ALξA) − iξ Tr
(
AF − 1
3
A3
)]
.
The Lie derivative for a connection field takes the form LξA =
D(iξA) + iξF , where the covariant derivative is defined as
D(iξA) = d(iξA) + [A, iξA]. Using the equation of motion
F = dA + A2 = 0, and integrating by parts, the current is fi-
nally expressed as
(48)∗J = k
4π
d Tr(AIξA),
from where we can read the conserved charge as [33,34]
(49)Q(ξ) = k
4π
∫
∂Σ
Tr(AiξA).
It is not difficult to prove that this expression recovers the for-
mula (26) for the trace of AdS generators and the radial foliation
considered above.
6. Conclusions
In this Letter, we show how a single boundary term solves
at once three problems in three-dimensional AdS gravity: it
defines a well-posed variation of the action (the action has
extremum on-shell under the condition (16)), produces finite
charges and regularizes the Euclidean action. In other words,
the Dirichlet counterterm is built-in in a boundary term that is
1/2 of the Gibbons–Hawking term.
A boundary condition on the extrinsic curvature (16), equiv-
alent to keeping fixed the metric of the conformal boundary in
AAdS spacetimes, ensures a finite action principle in agreement
to the Dirichlet counterterms problem.
The same boundary condition leads to a regularization
scheme of AdS gravity alternative to the standard counterterms
procedure [9–11,37,38]. In the new approach, the boundary
terms can depend, apart from intrinsic quantities constructed
out of the boundary metric hij and boundary curvature Rklij , also
on the extrinsic curvature Kij . At first, one might think that the
number of possible counterterms constructed up with these ten-
sors is even higher than in the standard procedure. However,
the boundary condition (16) and another one on the asymptotic
curvature—that is identically satisfied in FG frame—are restric-
tive enough to substantially reduces the counterterms series toa compact expression [13,14]. For instance, in five dimensions
the boundary term that regularizes the AdS action is
(50)I = − 1
16πGN
∫
M
d5x
√−G(Rˆ − 2Λ) + c4
∫
∂M
B4,
with c4 = const and the boundary term given by the expression
B4 = −12
√−hδ[i1i2i3i4][j1j2j3j4]K
j1
i1
δ
j2
i2
(51)×
(
R
j3j4
i3i4
(h) − Kj3i3 K
j4
i4
+ 1
32
δ
j3
i3
δ
j4
i4
)
.
It is worthwhile noticing that B4 contains a term proportional
to
√−hK , with a numerical factor that again differs from the
one of the Gibbons–Hawking term. The variation of the above
action—on-shell—takes the form
δI = 2
∫
∂M
εabcdδK
aeb
[
κeced + c4
(
Rˆcd + 1
32
eced
)]
− c4
2
εabcd
(
δKaeb − Kaδeb)
(52)×
(
Rcd − 1
2
KcKd + 1
22
eced
)
,
where κ = 1/(96πGN) and Rˆcd = Rcd − KcKd is the Gauss–
Coddazzi relation for the Riemann tensor. An appropriate
choice of the coupling constant, c4 = 3κ2/2, makes the first
line of above equation proportional to the AdS curvature
Rˆcd + 1
2
eced , that vanishes at the boundary for AAdS space-
times.2 Then, the second line is proportional to
εabcdε
i1i2i3i4
[
δK
j
i1
eaj e
b
i2
+ δeaj ebl
(
K
j
i1
δli2 − Kli2δ
j
i1
)]
(53)×
(
Rcdi3i4 − Kci3Kdi4 +
1
2
eci3e
d
i4
)
,
that is again canceled by taking the boundary conditions (15),
(16). This shows that, on the contrary to standard conditions
(39), (40) for 3D AdS gravity, the condition (16) can indeed
be lifted to higher odd-dimensional AdS gravity. The bound-
ary term derived from this action principle equally cancels the
infinities in the Euclidean action and conserved quantities [13].
The action principle for three-dimensional AdS gravity pre-
sented here agrees with the Dirichlet problem up to a topologi-
cal invariant at the boundary. Even though this observation is
almost trivial in three dimensions, we could expect that the
boundary terms in Ref. [13] (for D = 2n + 1) and Ref. [14]
(for D = 2n) generate the full series of standard counterterms
carrying out a suitable expansion.
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